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October 2008 Newsletter
NEXT MEETING

Bring your trees with dead wood 
jin/shari you want to carve, or 
bring your “spotlight” trees with 
dead wood on them.  Bob will 
have carving tools. Some-body 
bring a broom!

Wednesday, October 15,2008, 7:00pm Phipps Garden Center

Carving Demonstration And Workshop 
With Bob Grealish

-Issa

 The holes in the wall
play the flute
 This autumn evening.



For your Bonsai supplies support 
the store that exists for the society

724-348-4771
Pots, wire, tools, soil, plants

Monthly Question And Answer Box
Do you have a bonsai related question? 

Your question and the answer will 
appear in the next news letter

Bob Dietz
1525 Connor Rd. 
South Park, Pa.15219
dietz4771@comcast .net  

Mail or E-Mail your question to:
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Here Are Some Pictures 
From Our Last Meeting:

The Twists & Turns Of Wiring
With Keith Scott
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By Louise Means

Basic Bonsai: Tools

There are 3-5 tools that are considered the most basic.  They 
will allow you to do most tasks in Bonsai. Almost all of the tools 
you are likely to use are VERY sharp. To help them stay that way 
protect your investment  by cleaning them properly after each 
use.
Always clean them of any dirt and sap with a rag and a little 
soapy water. Turpentine can also be used if there is an unusual 
amount of sap to be removed. Always dry thoroughly, 
Sharpening takes practice and must be done with care to 
prevent changing the cutting angles. Observe the angles 
carefully before “grinding” away with any sharpening stone. 
Light oiling can be done by using an oil soaked rag and wiping 
the entire tool paying particular attention to pivot points and 
blade edges. 
As you get to working on your trees you can add more items.  
My one advice is the 3 basic tools, you wont regret it the 
investment.

The 3 most important tools in your kit are:

Concave pruner, the “cant do without” tool in the Bonsai 
pouch.  It is designed to remove branches by leaving a clean 
concave depression in the trunk which allows the wound to 
callous over almost flat. It keeps you from getting those 
unsightly “bumps” a normal garden bypass pruner leaves.  The 
most popular size for this tool is an 8” allowing cuts of branches 
up 1-1/2” or smaller. This tool is VERY sharp.

Scissors, or bud scissors, are the second most “wanted” tool in 
Bonsai. They are used for trimming leaves and very small 
branches.  They have a short sturdy blade and longer handles 
unlike household scissors.  They are excellent for working on 
deciduous trees like trident maples which may have tiny 
branches to nip off.  

Wire cutter, This short jawed cutter provides nice leverage 
for easy removal of wire without damage to the tree. Use 
this to cut wire NOT your concave pruner!  Regular 
mechanics diagonal cutters don't have the power at the tip 
to cut wire that is close to your precious branches. Save that 
kind of cutter for cutting wire from the spool

Other tools handy to have as you get obsessed, I mean 
enamored, with the art of bonsai:

Root cutter, removal of major roots is made easier with this 
basic tool.  It has a heavy cutting edge and looks a lot like 
some medieval device for pulling teeth out! Remove 
knobby stubs from old branches and roots with this tool. 
Always use caution when pruning roots to avoid damaging 
the cutting edge on small stones in the soil. Again, use this 
tool NOT your concave cutters for removing hefty roots 
during re-potting.

Folding saw, for removing large branches and prevents 
crushing or splitting damage that may occur using 
gardening pruners. 8-1/2” blade is a nice size.

Now, many gardening tools can be used in place of all of 
these (except the concave pruner) but as you become more 
serious with your Bonsai, you'll find true bonsai tools are far 
superior.
 
Some miscellaneous items to pack in your tool kit might 
also include:

Fine grade sandpaper (the “wet/dry” kind preferred)
A set of sharpening stones
Light grade oil
Chopsticks-wooden
Nylon or brass parts brushes.  These look like heavy duty 
toothbrushes
Small stiff paint brushes ½” to 2” If need be you can cut the 
bristles to achieve the desired stiffness.
Wire…. All sizes
Regular slip pliers
Regular diagonal wire cutters
String
Labels
1/4: hardware screen
A set of wood rasps
Small wood chisels
Small hammer

Enjoy!
Next article will cover your first styling via pruning 
experience.

Questions on anything in these articles email: 
pghlady51@hotmail.com, subject line: Bonsai article 
question
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In previous newsletters I wrote about growing 
trees in the ground.  The obvious benefit is the 
speed at which they grow and the enhanced 
appearance of maturity of the tree.  When you 
put your trees in pots they just don't grow as 
quickly.

As the temperatures fall and the leaves lose 
their chlorophyll and reveal their wondrous 
colors I have been thinking about my trees 
that are growing in the open ground.  They 
have multiple branches and the caliper 
continues to thicken.  I see and imagine how 
they will look when transplanted into a bonsai 
pot and trimmed and wired into works of art.

Nature's creatures, however, see the same 
trees with different eyes.  I see art and they see 
secondary food supply.  Specifically I am 
discussing rabbits and deer.  We are 
surrounded by woods and cornfields and so 
the wildlife is abundant.  Also, the food supply 
is rather robust.  Last winter we had 
numerous snows near the end of winter 
covering up much of the normal nourishment 
on which the animals relied.  Many of my 
crabapples, honey locust, ginkgos, Japanese 
maples, and a few others were devoured or 
stripped.  A few were lost and a number of 
them regrew but not in the manner that I had 
hoped for.  As I stated in a previous article, I 
like to leave as many branches on for as long as 
possible as the tree is able to increase its 
caliper more quickly than if they are trimmed 
each year.

In the past week I have been making sure that 
I have fences around the trees and there are no 
small holes for the rabbits to find.  Last year I 
had two breaches in my security that created 

Tips and Suggestions from Mike Stern

Future Bonsai 
or Salad

significant damage.  I will be more 
deliberate and persistent with my efforts.  I 
also will be attempting to string some fishing 
line in different directions to discourage the 
deer.

I asked Joe Stupka how he handled the deer 
eating his plants.  He said that I had it all 
wrong that "you are supposed to eat the 
deer".  

The gist of this article is to encourage 
anyone who has taken my advice to plant 
trees in the ground to make sure that you 
adequately protect them. If the tree is native 
to this area it should not require any special 
shelter.  However, if the tree is barely 
tolerant of this temperature zone take extra 
precaution with protecting it.  Consider 
digging it up and putting it in a poly house.  
You can dig it up when it is dormant.  If the 
trees will remain in the ground, a fence is 
the best defense against rabbits.  Make sure 
there are no gaps between the fence and the 
ground.  You could also consider putting 
burlap around the tree. I also have not been 
successful trapping rabbits.  I have not 
found much success with utilizing products 
that you spray on trees and bushes that are 
supposed to keep the animals from eating 
them.  When animals are hungry, they will 
eat anything that potentially provides 
nutrients.  Your future artwork could 
quickly become a salad.



Autumn Foliage Explained
Have you ever wondered why the green 
leaves of summer undergo their annual 
transition to the brilliant colors of 
autumn? If so, Paul Dudley's explanation 
will help you to understand this 
interesting and beautiful phenomenon.

The green color of leaves is due to green-
pigmented chemicals known collectively 
as chlorophyll. Chlorophyll is located in 
small structures known as chloroplasts. 
These chloroplasts are vital to green 
plants, since they are responsible for 
harnessing energy from the sun to 
produce sugar, which serves as food for 
the plant. However, green chlorophyll is 
composed of unstable compounds, 
which continually break down into 
colorless compounds. During the 
growing season, plants which receive an 
adequate amount of sunlight continually 
produce new chlorophyll to replace that 
which has broken down. However, in 
autumn, chlorophyll production is 
reduced and eventually ceases.

The yellow color of some species, such as 
elm, gingko, larch, is due to the pigments 
xanthophylls and carotene. Although 
these pigments are present throughout 
the growing season, their pale color is 
hidden by the green chlorophyll.

The red and purple shades, character-
istic of species in groups such as 
maples, oaks, zelkova, ash and 
arborvitae, are caused by red 
pigments, known as anthocyanins. 
These pigments are formed by sunlight 
in leaves which contain high con-
centrations of sugar, tannins, or 
accumulated waste products. Low 
night temperatures inhibit the removal 
of these substances, necessary for the 
reddish colors. Anthocyanins form 
from these products only when leaves 
are exposed to bright autumn sunlight.

Trees which are noted for their red 
autumn coloration should be placed in 
full sunlight during this time of the 
year. Reduced watering can also help 
anthocyanin production by slowing 
sap flow from the leaves, which results 
in increased sugar and tannin 
concentration in the leaves.
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Compiled by Jay Miller
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October is a busy month for bonsai 
enthusiasts! We reduce water for all 
our trees. The soil can't be soaking 
wet for oncoming winter. (The 
Weather Channel is already showing 
snowfall in the Rockies).

One feeding application without 
nitrogen may be given to all trees this 
month .  That  i s  a  n i t rogen-
phosphorus-potassium ratio of 0-10-
10 or 2-10-10. You don't want late 
growth at this stage. Do not feed any 
newly potted trees. You only “slip-
potted” those anyway, didn't you? 

Deciduous trees that were wired at 
the beginning of the season may now 
need the wire removed. Wait, please, 
until the leaves have fallen. You can 
wire your pines, after you have 
removed the old yellow needles. Keep 
the pot surfaces free from falling 
leaves. The collecting debris can 
harbor pests and fungi during the cold 
and damp months. Don't forget that 
last insecticide and fungicide spray.

October & Mid-Autumn 

Maintenance

Continue to protect your bonsai's 
fruit and berries from hungry birds 
and squirrels and deer and dogs, 
cats, ferrets, grandchildren, etc.

Flowering trees can be given a high 
potassium fertilizer every two 
weeks during this month to set and 
strengthen the flower buds for next 
season's blooms. 



Pittsburgh Bonsai Society
c/o Cindie Bonomi (Editor)
335 Newburn Drive
Pittsburgh, PA 15216

PITTSBURGH
BONSAI SOCIETY

Calendar of Events

All PBS meetings, unless otherwise noted, will be held at the Phipps Garden Center, starting at 7:00 pm. 

Phipps Garden Center is located at the edge of Mellon Park in the Shadyside section of Pittsburgh. At the Phipps Garden Center 
sign on Shady Avenue, just south of the intersection of Fifth and Shady Avenues, turn into the cobblestone driveway. Park in the 
metered lot. Walk 50 yards farther down the cobblestone lane. The Garden Center is the red brick building on your left

Severe Weather & Emergency Information
PBS Meetings and Special Events at Phipps Garden Center will take place as scheduled except in the event of severe weather or 
emergency.  Unsure?  Call their  Emergency Phone Number: 412 441-4442 for updates.

Oct 15  Wed   7pm   Carving Demonstration/Workshop
       Bob Grealish Phipps Garden Center

Nov 19  Wed   7pm  Winter Care & Elections PGC

Dec 9  Tue   6:30pm  Annual Holiday Party PGC

Jan-Feb  No Events Scheduled   It's too cold for workshops!!

Oct 13-14 Rochester Bonsai 2008 1st National Bonsai Exhibition 
  www.internationalbonsai.com/nbe08/

Other Events


